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The Gibraltar Football Association:

Conquering the growing pains
of Team 54!
by ian felice1
Introduction

To say that 2013 was an important year in Gibraltar’s
sporting history is an enormous understatement.
Every Gibraltarian football fan remembers exactly where
they were on 24 May 2013, when word seeped through from
the UEFA Congress in London of news no one thought they
would ever witness. In what Reuters ranked 4th in the “Top
10 Sporting Breakthroughs of 2013”, the Gibraltar Football
Association (GFA) had taken its place as UEFA’s 54th member.
That this was even contemplated was
an almost impossible dream.
To put things into perspective, Gibraltar is a British
Overseas Territory located at the southern tip of the Iberian
Peninsula. It has a total area of 6.7 square kilometres
and a population of around 30,000 – smaller than your
average rural village. Gibraltar was captured in 1704
from Spain by an Anglo-Dutch force and ceded to Great
Britain in perpetuity under the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713.
For the next three-plus centuries, Gibraltar has played
a pivotal role in British military strategy, its naval base
commanding the entrance to the Mediterranean Sea.
Aggrieved at its loss, the sovereignty of Gibraltar remains
a point of contention in Anglo-Spanish relations, with
Spain asserting a claim to the territory – a claim roundly
rejected by Gibraltar and its population. With a modern
economy now largely based on tourism, ship bunkering,
online gaming and financial services, Gibraltar enjoys a
high level of self-government, one of the highest GDP per
capita in the world and an idyllic location with an eclectic
melange of Anglo-Saxon and Mediterranean cultures,
which make it a vibrant, dynamic, safe and exciting
place to live in. All that was missing was football.

1 Partner at Hassans International Law Firm, Gibraltar, and member of
the FIBA Europe Legal Commission 2019-2023. He may be contacted by
e-mail at ian.felice@hassans.gi.
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The past
Gibraltar had certainly tried. Founded in 1895, the GFA
is one of the oldest national football federations in the
world. Black and white archived photos from the midst
of time reveal three wins and a draw against the mighty
Real Madrid back in the 1920s. Visits from the likes of
Atletico Madrid, Real Valladolid, Hadjuk Split or Red Star
Belgrade are recorded. Norwich City were on the wrong
end of a 3-0 score against the GFA. Crystal Palace went
home with a 2-2 draw. But taking Gibraltar’s rightful
seat at the international footballing table proved harder
to achieve than any successes on the field of play.
Anyone who asserts that sports and politics are never
mixed would struggle to explain the way the GFA attempts
to obtain FIFA and UEFA membership were thwarted.
Gibraltar’s first application for FIFA membership dated
back to 1991. Lengthy legal battles ensued, including three
separate awards from the Court of Arbitration for Sport
(CAS) in favour of the GFA. At the root of it all were the
pressure and objections from the Spanish football federation
(and, ultimately, the Spanish central government). Even
FIFA’s statutes were amended in 2014 in an attempt to
keep Gibraltar out, by permitting membership only from
“an independent state recognized by the international
community”, which, of course, Gibraltar was not.
The triumph of UEFA membership was watered down
somewhat by the imposition of a condition that
Gibraltar could not be drawn in any group to face Spain.
Ironically, and almost poetically, that is exactly what
happened in Gibraltar’s first ever draw for the Euro
2016 qualifiers. The group was, of course, quickly and
quietly re-drawn. We got Germany instead (gulp!).
UEFA’s Team 54 became FIFA’s Team 211 in May 2016 as
the GFA application to be admitted as a FIFA member was
accepted at the FIFA World Congress held in Mexico City.
Again, the road had not been easy for the GFA and the 2016
success had only become possible on the back of a CAS ruling
ordering the FIFA Executive Committee to transmit the GFA’s
application for membership to the FIFA Congress, and to take
all necessary measures to admit the GFA as a full member
of FIFA “as soon as possible”. The award is not available on
september 2019
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the CAS website2. By all accounts, the 102-page ruling is a
damning indictment of the manner, in which the successive
attempts by the GFA to enjoy what it was legitimately
entitled to as part of the global football family were treated.
The old adage that “all’s well that ends well”, and, as the
curtains were drawn on decades of legal wrangling, the
GFA looked forward to waging new sporting battles,
but this time on the football pitch alone. The advent of
participation in UEFA and FIFA competitions excited
Gibraltar football fans like never before. The prospect
of seeing the likes of Ronaldo, Rashford, Benzema,
Hazard and other footballing household names testing
the resolve and abilities of our not-quite-even-semiprofessional outfits promised enjoyable nights of football
(and, gasp, perhaps even an upset) in Gibraltar’s own
Victoria Stadium – a stadium from where fans and
players alike have a first-hand view of planes taking off
and landing from Gibraltar’s International Airport!
As the ecstasy of the recognition of its place in
footballing circles died down however, reality was
soon to become a large one to fathom. How does a
fledgling organisation with no full-time staffing, one
regulation football pitch, a limited population pool of
30,000 and a rag-tag national competition played by,
at best, part-timers, prepare for such a big stage? The
GFA soon realised that the tough legal battles of the
previous two-plus decades were perhaps a walk in the
(football) park in comparison to what was to come.

The present

Roll the clock forward to the beginning of August 2019.
Gibraltar has now been a member of UEFA for over six years,
and a member of FIFA for just over three. Like most football
leagues around Europe, the GFA prepares for the start of
the national football league season. It is an exciting start.
Gone are the two divisions of old, and a consolidated league
of 16 clubs end their summer preparations with a view to
competing on the national football stage, with the prospect
of Champions League or Europa League participation as
coveted prizes. Except then, suddenly, there were 13.
On the eve of the final of the Pepe Reyes Memorial
Cup, the start-of-the-season trophy that kicks off the
domestic competition, the Gibraltar sporting rumour
mill buzzed incessantly with the news that a number of
clubs would not be in a position to start the new season.
Indeed, Gibraltar Phoenix FC, Gibraltar United FC and
Leo FC were soon confirmed as having withdrawn from
the competition. Stories of financial mis-management,
unrealistic expectations and shattered aspirations
followed with concerned voices increasingly suggesting
that these mishaps, unfortunately and unintendedly,
arose from the inability of teams to adapt to the cold and
harsh realities of the GFA FIFA and UEFA membership.
Fingers pointed at avarice: club participation in UEFA’s
2

www.tas-cas.org.
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Champions League and Europa League competitions had
made football club ownership a novel investment idea.
The theory went that an owner willing to make an initial
upfront investment to build a squad sufficiently strong
so as to achieve one of the European competition places
would soon reap the rewards of that investment with the
prize money that would follow from that however fleeting
participation. Local club owners unable to make that
investment quickly looked abroad for potential interest.
Foreign ownership of clubs became a reality, the most
mediatic of which was the acquisition of Gibraltar
United FC (a club steeped in tradition that, until then,
had proudly adopted a policy of playing only homegrown players – Gibraltar’s very own answer to Spain’s
Atletic Club de Bilbao) by a consortium involving
former Real Madrid defender Michel Salgado.
Dreams of discovering “El Dorado” soon vanished.
The reality is that, notwithstanding sizeable investment
being made in clubs, the league competition has continued
to be dominated by Lincoln Red Imps Gibraltar – ironically,
a club with local ownership. A frenzied acquisition and
signing of Spanish 3rd and 4th division-level players eager
for that one final shot at football immortality saw a huge
influx of foreign managers and players populating the
national league squads. This had the effect of displacing
local sporting talent from regular club football. With a
limited pool from which to draw on to begin with, how
would, observers contended, the GFA be able to consistently
service a national team that would have to do battle with
the likes of Germany, France, Belgium, Holland or England?
The GFA responded with a home-grown players rule.
For the 2019-2020 season, four home grown players for each
club must be on the field of play at any one time. This will
be increased to five for the 2020-2021 season. As unintended
consequences often transpire, this drove up the asking
price for qualifying players, stretching league club coffers
even more in the context of a national league that does
not have major sponsorship to speak of, does not enjoy
gate receipts, does not have any TV deal or endorsement
transactions capable of bringing in much needed income.
With long standing traditional local clubs unrecognizable
in the make-up of their players, non-local influences
pervading ownership, managerial and playing ranks,
murmurs gave way to loud voices calling attention to
betting scandals that ravaged the GFA 2016-2017 season.
The Gibraltar national league, now the subject of all the
exciting betting features typically found on any gaming
website, faced its biggest challenge as rumours abounded
regarding the propensity of some players to pick up extra
cash by placing bets on league matches; unfortunately,
even on matches on which they themselves participated.
The GFA responded resolutely to this challenge. Appointing
a task force to thoroughly investigate all allegations, and
working closely with Gibraltar’s gaming authorities,
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the GFA has successfully hounded out all those looking
to tarnish the integrity of its beautiful game. By the
conclusion of the 2018-2019 season, disciplinary proceedings
had been initiated against over 30 players and coaches,
and exemplary sanctions handed down to serve as
deterrents. Ensuring the integrity of the competition
rightly became the utmost priority in the GFA agenda, and
it has stamped out recalcitrants with decisive action.
The long, difficult history of the GFA admission into UEFA
and FIFA has made protecting its image and integrity a
number one priority. This has borne fruit at the highest
levels of the organisation, with the GFA top executives held
in high regard amongst their UEFA and FIFA counterparts.
Membership of committees and positions has followed,
notably the appointment of the GFA’s President, Michael
Llamas, as UEFA’s representative on FIFA’s Ethics Committee.
The GFA has, indeed, come a long way since those
halcyon days of the euphoria of the accession to UEFA
and FIFA membership. When the GFA was admitted to
UEFA in 2013, it had no full-time staff, no office premises
to speak of and a miniscule budget made up largely
from club registration and membership fees and small
local sponsorship. There was not a football professional
anywhere in its organisational, coaching or playing ranks.
With UEFA membership came the need to professionalise,
and the GFA has succeeded in this in a big way.
Nowadays, the GFA boasts an ever-increasing staff
base, a raft of professional development officers
and coaches and resources, and an infrastructure
befitting a modern sporting organisation. It has
become a corporate body with shiny new rules and
regulations tailored with the help of UEFA and FIFA.
It owns its intellectual property rights and is not afraid
to market and defend these. It organises grassroots
camps, conferences and training sessions from where the
future stars to replace current national team players Roy
Chipolina, Lee Casciaro and Liam Walker will emerge. It
boasts exciting shop premises right in Gibraltar’s town
centre and, everywhere you walk in Gibraltar, the red
and white national team colours are sported with pride.
And yet, the GFA remains hungry and ambitious, as it
targets a more permanent home. In April 2017, the GFA
purchased the Victoria Stadium from the Government of
Gibraltar for £ 16.5 million. This was the culmination of a
controversial period where designs for a new stadium at
the southern end of the Rock were, despite the furore and
fervour created by the UEFA and FIFA membership, met with
objections. The GFA recapacitated and, quick to react, seized
the opportunity to acquire an existing football facility,
which it plans to develop into a UEFA Category 4 stadium
during the course of 2020. This will not be a moment too
soon, as one of the biggest challenges faced by the GFA
upon obtaining international membership was the lack of a
regulation football stadium within the territory of Gibraltar.
As it stood in 2013, the Victoria Stadium failed to meet
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international footballing requirements and, with the option
of hosting international matches in Spain unavailable
to it, the GFA found its temporary home in the Estadio do
Algarve in Faro, Portugal. Whilst an obviously impressive
facility, the stadium is a four-hour drive from Gibraltar,
which made it logistically complicated for local football
fans to turn out en masse to cheer on their team when
competing against the likes of Germany, Poland, Ireland or
Scotland in qualifying internationals. Considerable efforts
and investment by the GFA in twice upgrading the pitch
at the Victoria Stadium have meant that the UEFA Euro
2020 qualifiers can now be hosted on home turf, and the
GFA looks forward to welcoming Denmark, Switzerland
and Georgia in its next rounds of qualifying matches.
These logistics, notwithstanding, the reality is that
Gibraltar has succeeded in attracting admiration for its
prowess as a footballing minnow. Although at the wrong
end of some heavy, anticipated, drubbings, the Gibraltar
national team has generally fared well in holding its
own against much stronger competition. Participation in
the UEFA Nations League has served to enhance public
enthusiasm in seeing the Gibraltar national team do well
in the sporting arena. Wins against the likes of Malta,
Liechtenstein and Armenia have been well celebrated on
the Rock as examples of how far Gibraltar has come in a
relatively short period of time as a member of the global
football family. This success has also been replicated at club
level, with the notable win by Lincoln Red Imps Gibraltar
against the mighty Celtic FC in the preliminary stages of the
Champions League ranking high in the list of achievements.

The future

Success on the field breeds optimism, and this is
reflected in the quiet confidence exhibited by the
GFA top echelons, personified in the figure of its
well-respected General Secretary, Dennis Beiso.
Far from being worried about the loss of three clubs
for the start of the 2019-2020 season, the GFA has
welcomed the contraction, sought to focus on the
rationalisation of teams, and has impressed the fact
that, in the still nascent international football arena,
only professionally run clubs can and should survive.
In protecting the home-grown talent, the GFA has exhibited
a vision to ensure a steady stream of local talent takes
over from those heroes who have, to date, taken the
field against behemoths of international football, such
as Germany, Portugal and Belgium. With youth clubs
bursting at the seams with children eager to play the
game, and with the projected development of women’s
football over the coming years, it seems that opportunities
abound for everyone interested in the sport. The advent
of new sporting facilities in Gibraltar and a redeveloped
Victoria Stadium home make the future a bright one for
one of international football’s smallest participants.
In 2013, almost overnight, Gibraltar’s football
fraternity took the shockwaves of UEFA membership
in its stride. When FIFA membership rolled in in
september 2019
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2016, the GFA upped its organisational game to
accommodate ever increasing commitments.
Like everything where the pace of change is fast and
furious, undoubtedly, the Gibraltar football scene has
endured some growing pains. But exciting times await
the GFA, the Gibraltar national football team, the national
league and all those involved in Gibraltar football.
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